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Abstract  
Digital image watermarking is wide used for copyright 

protection of digital data. The effectiveness of a digital 

watermarking technique is indicated by the hardiness of 

embedded watermarks against varied attacks. Thus 

watermarking algorithms ordinarily prefers hardiness. Due to a 

strong algorithmic program it's unacceptable to eliminate the 

watermark while not rigorous degradation of the quilt content. 

In research different digital image watermarking techniques to 

realize hardiness. it's a realize part distinction of pixel for the 

dependency of characteristic and matrix work as a weight vector 

for the point set of connections is in work to vary the load of 

input image or values. Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is 

examination digital image secure encryption improvement 

technique. Watermarking can resolve the theft problem of 

intellectual properties. This paper considers a low robust image 

watermarking technique based on existing watermarking 

technique discrete cosine transform (EWTDCT) called 

watermarking technique. The watermarking is performed by 

followed by respective EWTDCT on the host image. Planned 

technique best PSNR values find and digital media ought to be 

protected against varied unauthorized person and attacks. 

Digital Watermarking could be a method of protective the 

digital media from unauthorized usage. The experimental 

results shows that the watermarks generated with the algorithm 

are not visible and watermarked image quality should be 

improved and recovered better quality image. The experimental 

results demonstrations that the watermarking method has strong 

robustness in contradiction of some common attacks such as 

geometric attack, mosaic attack. Proposed method gets better 

PSNR as compare EWTDCT. 

Keywords: Image Encryption, Watermarking, Spatial 

Domain, Frequency Domain, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, 

Image Decoding. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Watermarking could be a method through that one will hide 

helpful data by the utilization of any digital media. It’s a method 

by that one will verify the authentication of the owner of a 

digital media. The digital media may be image, text, video or 

audio. Watermarking is extremely a lot of associated with 

Steganography. Because they each hide messages within a 

digital signal. The essential distinction between the 2 is: 

Watermarking tries to covert a message that's associated with 

actual content of the digital signal. However Steganography has 

no contact to the message. It’s used even as a canopy to cover a 

message. For playing watermarking method, 2 pictures are 

needed. The primary image ought to be the initial image and 

also the second image ought to be the watermark image. The 

watermark image is that the useful data that is to be hidden from 

the unauthorized author. The watermark image is beneficial for 

the sender level still as for the receiving level. Therefore it ought 

to be shielded from the unauthorized access at the causation 

level still as at the receiving level. When playing watermarking 

method, a 3rd image is obtained that is named Watermarked 

image. The watermarked image may be known by the approved 

person with the utilization of a secret key. The key secret is only 

best-known to the approved sender and also the approved 

receiver just in case of a non-public watermark [1]. 

Consequently, one answer for coping with the higher than issue 

is that the use of digital watermarking. In different words, 

watermarking will enhance the safety of medical pictures by 

inserting special data, known as a watermark or hidden 

information, during a no conspicuous manner. Watermark data 

is typically inserted during a binary format to the component 

price of the host image. This data will later be retrieved and 

checked whether or not the medical image is distributed with 

the particular supply (authenticity) or belongs to the right 

patient (integrity) [2, 3]. 

 Process of Image Watermarking  

The process of watermarking is split into 2 parts:  

a) Embedding of watermark into host image.  

b) Extraction of watermark from image [4]  

Watermarking Embedding  

The process of image watermarking is completed at the source 

finish. During this method watermark is embedding within the 

host image by victimization any watermarking algorithmic rule 

or method. The entire method is shown in figure 1. 

Watermarking Extraction  

This is the method of Extracting watermark from the 

watermarked image by reverse the embedding algorithmic rule. 

The entire method is shown in figure one.1 
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Watermarking Properties  

Watermarking would like some fascinating properties supported 

the appliance of the watermarking system [5].  

 
Figure 1 watermarking scheme model 

Some of the properties are given here:  

1. Effectiveness: This is the foremost vital property of 

watermark that the watermark ought to be effective means that 

it ought to for certain be detective. If this may not happened the 

goal of the watermarking isn't consummated.  

2 Host signal Quality: This is additionally vital property of 

watermarking. Everyone is aware of that in watermarking, 

watermark is embedded in host signal (image, video, audio etc.). 

This might place a bearing on the host signal. Therefore the 

watermarking system ought to be like as, it'll minimum changes 

the host signal and it ought to be unnoticeable once watermark 

is invisible 

3. Watermark Size: Watermark is commonly use to owner 

identification or security confirmation of host signal and it 

continually use once information is transmitted. Therefore it's 

vital that the dimensions of watermark ought to be minimum as 

a result of it'll will increase the dimensions of information to be 

transmitted.  

4. Robustness: Robustness is crucial property for all 

watermarking systems. There are numerous causes by that 

watermark is degraded, altered throughout transmission, 

attacked by hackers in paid media applications. Therefore 

watermark ought to strong, in order that it stands up to against 

all the attacks and threats. 

 ATTACKS: an “attack” is any process typically aims to impair 

detection of the watermark or destroy the embedded watermark. 

Hardiness against attacks is a vital facet for watermarking 

schemes. 

 Geometric attacks: this kind of attack is totally different from 

removal attack as that attack won't take away the watermark 

however distort it victimization geometric distortions specific to 

photographs. Those operations are rotation, scaling, translation, 

cropping etc. guide primarily {based} or invariant domain or 

feature based schemes are wont to survive from these attacks. 

Examples are world geometric transforms as Translation, 

rotation, Jittering, mirroring, scaling, shearing, cropping, native 

geometric transforms as Random bending, local shifting, 

rotation, scaling, attack as Slight world stretching, shifting, 

shearing, and rotation, Mosaic attack is Cutting the image into 

items, guide removal attack as Estimate and take away the 

synchronization temple, apply a geometrical transform [6]. 

II. Literature Survey 

The section describe about previous related work under image 

processing. 

 In 1999, Hsu C T. et al. [7] proposed that watermarking is a 

technique for labeling digital pictures by hiding secret 

information into the images. Sophisticated watermark 

embedding is a potential method to discourage unauthorized 

copying or attest the origin of the images. The watermarks are 

embedded with visually recognizable patterns into the images 

by selectively modifying the middle-frequency parts of the 

image. 

 Ch. Ganapathy Reddy et al. [8]. Proposed an algorithm in 

which it first performs the DWT to decompose the input image 

into a set of band-limited components, called HH, HL, LH, and 

LL sub bands. Since the LL sub band has the illumination 

information, the log-average luminance is calculated in the LL 

sub band for computing the dominant brightness level of the 

input image The LL sub band is divided into three low, middle, 

and high concentration layers according to the principal 

intensity level. The adaptive intensity transfer function is 

deliberated in three partitioned layers by the foremost intensity 

level, the knee transfer function, and the gamma alteration 

function. Subsequently, the adaptive transfer function is 

concerned for color preserving high quality contrast 

enhancement. The resultant enhanced image is obtained by the 

inverse DWT (IDWT). 

In 2010, Mathew K, D. et al. [9], proposed the Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) based image watermarking scheme. The 

output result of SVD is more secure and robust. In the proposed 

scheme D and U components are used for embedding 

watermark. Unlike other transforms which uses fixed 

orthogonal bases, SVD uses non fixed orthogonal bases. It is 

concluded that the result of SVD gives good accuracy, good 

robustness and good imperceptibility in resolving rightful 

ownership of watermarked image. 

Li-Yu Chang et al. [10]. Developed a fuzzy based approach to 

contrast enhancement of the remote sensing image data to 

partition the image pixel values into dissimilar degrees of 

associates in order to reimburse the local brightness lost in the 

dark and bright areas. The algorithm includes three steps: 
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primarily, the satellite image is distorted from gray-level space 

to membership space by Fuzzy c- Means clustering. Secondly, 

suitable stretch model of each cluster is constructed based on 

corresponding memberships. Third, the image is changed back 

to the gray-level space by merging stretched gray values of each 

cluster 

Q. Chen et al. [11] .To mitigate the problems faced in BBHE, 

Wan et al. propose another modified HE named as DSIHE. 

Here, the histogram is separated in two sub-images based on the 

median instead of the mean and equalized similar to BBHE. 

Although DSIHE does not allow significant mean shift, it fails 

to preserve mean brightness in some cases. Besides this, DSIHE 

may also create artifacts or fail to enhance to some extent. For 

example, the image pixel intensities are 1, 2, 3, 200, 205, 208 

and 210. Here, the median is 200, as a result the first three pixels 

can be over-enhanced which is not desired. 

D K Pandey et al. [12]. Proposed a method to improve the 

quality of image using Kernel Padding and DWT with Image 

Fusion that enhances the contrast of Images that has varying 

intensity distribution particularly satellite images, maintain the 

brightness of images, sharpens the edges and abolish the 

blurriness of images. Fundamentally this is a pixel based edge 

guided image fusion technique. In this technique LL sub band 

of Image DWT is processed by contrast enhancement section 

where based on image brightness level image is decomposed in 

different layers and then every layers intensity is stressed or 

compressed by generating intensity transformation function. 

The partitioned intensity layers are also processed by canny 

edge detection method as all the satellite images includes the 

noise due to atmospheric turbulence and this is Gaussian by 

nature. The Canny edge detector is the best method for detecting 

edges of image in the existence of Gaussian noise. At last the 

contrast enhanced images are fused according to the weight map 

determined by edge map of image. 

Cagri Ozcinar et al. [13] proposed a new method for 

enhancement of satellite images contrast. Their method was 

based on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and singular-

value decomposition. They first applied DWT to input image to 

divide it into four frequency sub-bands, then used singular value 

decomposition and then again applied inverse DWT to 

reconstruct the image. This technique showed enhanced results 

than conventional Brightness preserving Dynamic Histogram 

Equalization (BPDHE) method and other methods.  

W.Kang et al. [14]. Proposed the method which uses dominant 

brightness level of Image for decomposing the Image in 

different three layers and then these layers are used for appraisal 

of adaptive intensity transfer function. This predictable adaptive 

intensity transfer function is used for image contrast 

enhancement subsequently these layers are fused to get 

enhanced image. 

Qiuqi Ruan et al. [15]. Presented a robust inverse diffusion 

equation method which sharpens image details by a robust 

Laplacian after demonstrating the equivalence of the sharpening 

by the Laplacian to inverse heat equation processing. Image 

gradient magnitude is used to avoid the noise magnification. At 

the same time, the min-mod function is used to manage 

diffusion flux adaptively, which reduces effectively overshoots 

inherent in the Laplacian. The Experimental results demonstrate 

that this algorithm can enhance important details of image data 

effectively exclusive of overshoots, giving the opportunity for a 

good interpretation and subsequent processing.  

III IMPLEMENTATION TOOL AND RESULT ANALYSIS  

(a)Malab tool 

MAT-LAB is a software package for high performance 

numerical computation and visualization. It provides an 

interactive environment with hundreds of built-in function for 

technical computation, graphics and animations. The name 

MAT-LAB stands for Matrix Laboratory. One of most feature of 

MAT-LAB is its platform independence. Once you are in 

MATLAB, for the most part, it does not matter which computer 

you are on. In MAT-LAB the M-files are the standard ASCII 

text files, with an .m extension to the file name. There are two 

files of this file: script file and function file. All most programs 

in write in MAT-LAB are saved in M-files. Fig-files are binary 

files with a .fig extension that can be opened again in MAT-LAB 

as figures. Such files are created by saving a figure in this format 

using save or save as option from File menu or using the save 

as command in command window-files are compiled M-files 

with a .p extension that can be executed in MAT-LAB directly.  

There are several optional toolboxes are available from 

developers of MAT-LAB. 

(B) RESULT ANALYSIS 

In digital image process varied techniques have planned to 

image secure enhance recover digital image information against 

strength for attacks using watermarking techniques for image 

secure improvement that gives an improved result for image 

secure improvement with reliable image information. 

(i) Time analysis  

Table1 Performance evaluation of total execution time analysis 
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Show in result graph using three different images in 

experimentation analysis based on total execution time analysis.  

Our proposed method processing execution time analysis less as 

compare pervious method. 

 
Figure 2 Result Graph of Total Execution Time Analysis 

(ii) Robustness analysis 

Table 2 Performance Evaluation of robustness analysis 

 

Show in result graph using three different images in 

experimentation analysis based on total execution time analysis.  

Our proposed method processing PSNR value analysis more as 

compare pervious method. 

 
Figure 3 Result Graph of robustness analysis 

Iv. Conclusion 

Digital watermarking like structure, method, applications, 

challenge and restrictions. In search focuses on information 

hiding and this thesis focuses on digital image in frequency 

domain and digital watermarking techniques like EWTDCT and 

proposed recover digital image watermark technique 

(PRDIWT).Watermarking may well be an oversized thought 

through that security of significant media is well achieved. The 

protection is required at embedding level in addition as at 

extracting level to preserve the image from illegal access. But 

the quality of the watermarked image is extremely depends 

upon the type of watermarking technique used. The spatial 

technique provides wise watermarked photos but the quality of 

these techniques is way not up to the quality of the watermarked 

photos obtained by frequency domain techniques. The spatial 

domain techniques are easy enough than frequency domain 

techniques and option the domains depends upon the 

requirements indirectly. If there is a demand of a very sturdy, 

secure and in cognoscible image then any of the frequency 

domain technique got to use. The goal is to resist every 

geometric distortion and signal method attacks, feature based 

mostly watermarking scheme is sometimes suggested along 

with frequency or abstraction domain based watermarking. 

Since no watermarking rule resists all the attacks. Still they'll 

understand higher which may give a great deal of sturdy 

watermark. Recover digital image data against robustness for 

attacks victimization watermarking techniques. For checking 

the hardiness of those ways varied attacks on watermarked 

pictures. If EWTDCT algorithmic program is being applied 

within the digital watermarking, the image becomes low strong 

and also the watermarked quality is additionally improved using 

projected algorithmic program. PRDIWT shows higher results 

among these ways compared in terms of PSNR once attack on 

watermarked image. 
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